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A B S T R A C T

If the charge between batteries in a battery stack is not equalized,
each battery will have a different stress due to their different con-
ditions. Consequently, some of them are more stressed than others,
decreasing the life-time of the entire battery pack. The here proposed
topology has to ensure a fast and a high efficient charge transfer be-
tween each pair of cells. This work presents an overview about ba-
sic concepts of batteries, a general overview on charge equalizer sys-
tems, and a SPICE analysis of a peculiar bidirectional flyback used as
charge equalizer. The mutual inductor is designed in order to reach
the maximum efficiency.

S O M M A R I O

Sistemi di accummulo dell’energia elettrica come UPSsono spesso cos-
tituiti da più batterie. A causa delle differenze elettro-chimiche in-
trinseche nelle batterie che compongono il pacco, ciascuna di queste
presenta un diverso andamento: ciò comporta differenze nella carica
elettrica immagazzinata. In conseguenza di ciò, dopo ripetuti cicli di
carica/scarica le differenze si acuiscono sempre più, dando luogo a
fenomeni di dendritizzazione che formano canali conduttivi interni
alla batteria stessa e che vanno a cortocircuitare i poli. Al fine di
evitare questa deriva, in letteratura sono stati presentati vari tipi di
equalizzatori di carica “Charge Equalizer” che permettono di equal-
izzare la carica tra le batterie all’interno del pacco.

Nel seguente lavoro di tesi vengono presentati alcuni concetti di
base sulle batterie al piombo oltre ad alcuni tra i modelli piu usati
ed una panoramica delle tipologie di Charge Equalizer presenti in
letteratura. Successivamente viene considerata l’ipotesi di applicare
la topologia del convertitore Flyback come Charge Equalizer tra due
batterie, l’unica carica al 70%, l’altra al 30%. Tale topologia viene uti-
lizzata sia per fornire un isolamento galvanico alle due batterie, che
per la sua possibilità di funzionare da Buck-Boost. Particolare atten-
zione è stata posta nel dimensionare il mutuo induttore al fine di
minimizzare le perdite di energia trasferita da una batteria all’altra.
Infine il circuito viene dimensionato utilizzando un doppio anello
di retroazione sia di corrente (inerno), che di tensione. Tale conver-
titore deve infatti fornire corrente costante alla batteria meno carica
finchè le tensioni delle due batterie raggiungono il medesimo livello.
L’anello di tensione utilizza come riferimento la tensione della batte-
ria più carica, ed il regolatore processa la differenza tra questa e la
tensione della batteria meno carica.

In tal modo si intende fornire un’analisi attraverso la simulazione
di questo tipo di Charge Equalizer in LTSpice, che permetta la sua
realizzazione.
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1
B A S I C S O F B AT T E R I E S

A battery is an electrochemical device made up of one or more build-
ings blocks, or cells (Voltaic cells). Galvanic or voltaic cells consist of Galvanic cell

two dissimilar electrodes (one positive and one negative) immersed in
a conducting material such as a liquid electrolyte or a fused salt and
a porous separation between the electrodes. At the separation surface
between the metal and the solution there exists a difference in electri-
cal potential, called electrode potential. The electromotive force (e.m.f.) Cell e.m.f.

is then equal to the algebraic sum of potential electrodes that com-
pose the cell. When a metal is placed in a liquid, there is in general
a potential difference established between the metal and the solution
owing to the metal yielding ions to the solution (negatively charged)
or the solution yielding ions to the metal (positively charged). Since
the total e.m.f. of a cell can be calculated with the algebraic sum of the
potential differences at two electrodes, it follows that the total e.m.f. Battery e.m.f.

of the battery is equal to the algebraic sum of potential differences of
each cell composing battery [2]. During the charging or discharging

Figure 1: Conceptual diagram of an electrochemical battery cell [13]

phase, the electrodes undergo an oxidation-reduction (redox) reac-
tion, which effects the transfer of ions to and/or from electrodes. The
flow of ions manifests the charge flow that appears as battery current.
A higher rate of charge transfer implies a need for greater exposure
of electrode surface area to the electrolyte. In order to achieve this
aim, a high porosity on the electrode surface area is required. A high
rate of charge transfer also implies a need for shorter electrode-to-
electrode distance for ion travel. Battery electrodes are consequently
often fabricated as a set of closely interleaved plates.
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4 basics of batteries

1.0.1 Battery Capacity

Battery capacity is measured in Amp-hour, and is defined as the
stored charge, that can be delivered to a constant current load up
to a pre-defined cut-off voltage [8].

C =

∫
∆t

idt (1.1)

In normal conditions cell’s capacity is almost constant: just in the
end of battery life falls below 80%. Cells and batteries are rated at
standard specified values of discharge rates and other application
conditions. Rated capacity (C) for each cell or battery is defined as
the minimum standard capacity to be expected from any example of
that type when new, but fully formed and stabilized. The rated value
must also be accompanied by the hour-rate of discharge. (figure of
the cell selector guide Pg259 [1])

1.0.2 Battery modeling

To model a lead-acid battery using the available data provided by
manufacturers, algebraic equations can be used. The dynamic model
uses the manufacturers’ data combined with algebraic equations. Bat-
tery capacity can be described by a function of discharge current
(Peukert’s Equation), and discharge voltage as a function of SOC; bat-
tery internal resistance as a function of SOC (State Of Charge). [[8]
this article presents a rechargeable lead-acid battery, Yuasa DM55-12,
12V, 57Ah that was modeled using manufacturers’ data sheet param-
eters and selected handbook curves]

Peukert’s Equation

Cell capacity is strictly related with the discharge current Id. In 1897

Peukert determined the cell capacity as:

C =
K

Id
(p−1)

(1.2)

where K and p are provided by manufactures (and typically p is be-
tween 1.3 and 1.4). Figure 2 represents the battery capacity as a func-
tion of discharge current for 3 A to 500 A.

The resulting curve in figure:2 is also used to generate the Peukert’s
equation

Discharge Voltage

The battery terminal voltage (end-point voltage) is a function of the
state of charge of the battery. An example of discharge profile curve
is showed in figure: 3 (a typical discharge profile curve can be found
in [1], pp 166-175]).

Figure 4 shows the typical discharge profile and the algebraic equa-
tions pointing out the complex relationship between the cell voltage
and SOC.
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basics of batteries 5

Figure 2: Capacity versus discharge current for 3A to 500A as computed
from manufacturer’ reported from [8]

Figure 3: Battery voltage versus discharge percent [8]

Figure 4: Voltage discharge versus SOC [8]
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6 basics of batteries

mid point voltage Mid point voltage is the voltage of the cell,
when it delivered 50% of its capacity at the given discharge rate. It
is also the approximated average voltage for the plateau of the dis-
charge curve. This is a common way to estimate the discharge of a
battery.

1.0.3 Charging

When the battery is charged, all the acid is driven out of the plates
and has returned into the electrolyte, due to the direct current passed
through the cell, in the opposite direction of the electrolyte flux in dis-
charge phase. The concentration of the acid at the end of the charging-
process is maximum [2] [18.1.2]. When the cell is fully charged, the
active material of the positive plates is lead dioxide, and the active
one of the negative part is metallic lead in spongy form. The con-
centration of acid in the electrolyte is at its maximum. The nominal
voltage of a lead-acid cell is 2V, that it varies slightly depends slightly
on the temperature, the charge or discharge current, and on the age
of the cell.

voltage during charge During charging phase there is an im-
mediate rising in the battery voltage due to the sudden increase of the
density of the electrolyte. The subsequent rise of voltage is governed
by the rate at which the acid is produced in the plates and the rate
of diffusion into the free electrolyte of the cell. When charging volt-
age on a single cell reaches 2.4V(see figure 5), there is a fairly sharp
rise. At this stage it is full of lead sulfate. Most of the charge is used
to dissociate sulfuric acid solution in hydrogen. When this happens
the voltage increases; once this process is finished, the voltage does
not rise any longher. Recharge is considered to be complete when the
voltage and the relative density of the electrolyte remain constant for
about 3 h [2].

Figure 5: Variation of voltage of lead-acid cell during recharge ([2] pag18-3)
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basics of batteries 7

1.0.4 Discharging

When a battery is providing energy, it is said that the battery is dis-
charging. The energy is provided by the acid in the electrolyte gradu-
ally, combined with the active material of the plates. This combination
produces lead sulfate in both negative and positive plates. A cell is
completely discharged when both plates are entirely sulfated (and Complete discharge

are composed of identical material: at this point the voltage collapses,
but in practice the discharge must be stopped long before the plates
reached this stage) (see [2] 18.1.1- page 213).

voltage during discharge The behaviour of the cell voltage
during discharge is reverse to that on charge. The impedance of the
cell creates a voltage drop when the discharge current is passing
through, causing the voltage during discharge to be less than the
voltage measured in the open circuit condition. (Voltage on discharge
= Open circuit voltage - (Current x Internal resistance))

1.0.5 Capacity

The capacity of the battery varies according to the current during
the discharging-phase. The higher the current being taken out of the
battery, the lower the available capacity. For example, if a battery of
500Ah capacity is discharged at the 5h rate, it will give 100A for 5h;
the same battery can also provide 200A, but only for 2h thereby pro-
viding a capacity of 400Ah at the 2h discharge. Indeed, at higher
power rates, the voltage drop is more rapid and the final voltage is
reached more quickly. Motive power battery capacities are normally
given at the 5 or 6h rate of discharge. At low temperatures the ca-
pacity is considerably reduced The relationship between capacity and
discharge rate is shown in figure 6 [[1]Pag.162 fig 4-3] is pointed out
the relationship between capacity and the discharge rate.

Figure 6: Variation of voltage of Lead-Acid Battery versus discharge time [2]

The classical method to plot discharge curve is to represent ter-
minal voltage as function of discharge time, at a stipulated battery
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8 basics of batteries

temperature. It is common practice to state the available capacity at
a particular discharge rate. Thus, if a battery is discharged continu-
ously for 20h at 20oC, the nominal capacity is available, referred to
as 1 × C20 capacity. If instead, the same battery is continuosly dis-
charged at a higher discharge current in 10h instead of 20h, the ca-
pacity is referred to as 2C20; that is:

20h

10h
×C20 = 2C

The higher the number in front of C20 is, the faster the process of the
battery at the fixed temperature is. Vice versa, the smaller the number
is, the slower the discharging process is.

Figure 7: The nominal capacity of a typical battery when discharged to var-
ious voltages as a percentage of its capacity for a single cell

Figure 8: Typical voltage charactistics at various rates of discharge at 21
◦C

1.5V rechargeable lead-acid battery

1.1 state of charge - soc

To define the SOC has to be considered a completely discharge bat-
tery, with Ib(t) charging current. The charge stored in the battery
until the time τ is:

∫t0
t Ib(τ); and the total charge hold by the battery

is: Q0 =
∫t0∞ Ib(τ)dτ

SOC(t) =

∫t0
t Ib(τ)

Q0
× 100 (1.3)
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1.1 state of charge - soc 9

Usually, the SOC of the battery has to be kept between appropriate
limits: 20% 6 SOC(%) 6 95% A possible way to estimate the SOC
is by direct application of (1.4), but this is subjected to biases as it is
a pure integration. Another approach is computing the open circuit
voltage of the battery (the voltage when the battery current is zero).
It has been shown that there is a linear relationship between the state
of charge of the battery and its open circuit voltage in [5].

Voc(t) = a1 · SOC%(t) + a0 (1.4)

SOC%(t) =
Voc(t) − a0

a1
(1.5)

Where a1 is the battery terminal voltage when SOC is 0, and a1 is
the Voc at 100% SOC, and the SOC is expressed in percentage, so by
the 1.4, the estimation of the SOC can as well done as the estimation
of the its open circuit voltage. From the 1.5 it can be seen that the
estimation of the SOC is equivalent to the estimation of Voc if Voc at
SOC= 0%, and Voc at SOC =100% are known.
Unfortunately Voc is still unknown, because it isn’t possible to dis-
connect the battery (see 1.0.2).

1.1.1 State of Charge: Determination-Methods

There are many variables to consider in order to decide the state of
charge of the batteries. These variables have also a causal relationship,
making it difficult to estimate the state of charge accurately. There are
some common methods to estimate the state of charge [11]. These are
the following:

• Open circuit Voltage SOC

• Load Voltage SOC

• Coulomb SOC

• Load Voltage SOC

• Internal resistance SOC

Open circuit Voltage SOC

The open circuit voltage measures the voltage between the poles of
the battery as it is in figure 9, the open circuit voltage of a lead-acid
battery and charge storing inside of the battery are close to linear
proportion: the higher the open circuit voltage of the batteries is,the
higher the charge will be inside. Furthermore, the user have to mea-
sure with the open load, and put the battery for a while, so that the
thickness of the electrolyte distributes well-mixed, and this is not pos-
sible. So the user has to combine other methods to determine the SOC.
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10 basics of batteries

Figure 9: Open circuit voltage versus SOC [11]

Figure 10: Open circuit voltage versus State Of Charge (reported as in [14]
pag.13)
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1.1 state of charge - soc 11

Load voltage SOC estimation

The next Figure 11 shows the relationship between load voltage and
state of charge when a lead-acid battery discharges with constant cur-
rent. Loading voltage SOC estimation has the advantage to be simple
and cheap (if the linear curve before the knee is used to predict the
SoC, and the knee voltage to announce the discharge), but changing
the load of the unfixed, discharge current it will cause faulty values.
This method is useful if the user can´t stop for a while the battery
to measure the voltage, so the user can only use load voltage. The
discharge reaction reduces H2SO4 and increases H2O, so the density
of the electrolyte decreases as the SOC decreases. The next equation
(1.6) shows the electromotive force (E), decrease as SOC increases.

E = 2.04+ 0.0591 lg
aH2SO4
aH2O

(1.6)

Equation 1.6 points out, that when the battery is discharged the termi-
nal voltage drops, because of the inner resistance. Before the sudden
voltage drops the SOC is estimated as it is shown in equation 1.7

SOC =
V − 11.7
12.8− 11.7

× 100 (1.7)

when V is the battery voltage.

C = αV +β (1.8)

Where α and β are parameters decided by the data (extrapolated by
the fitting the straight line to the curve that represents the load volt-
age versus SOC). The difficulty of this estimation method is that the
measured voltage suddenly drops under end-of-charge voltage (knee
voltage) at the end of the discharge process. Besides the parameters α
and β change with the current required from the battery, because the
terminal voltage is different at a different current. Unfortunately, in

Figure 11: Load voltage versus SOC [11]

case of the pulse discharging, the estimation of the terminal voltage is
very difficult by reason of non-uniform distribution of the electrolyte
around the electrolyte causes the terminal voltage to vary in a short
time.
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12 basics of batteries

Coulomb SOC-Current integration

This method uses ampere-hour and it is based on calculating the
residual charge stored in the battery. It takes into account the charge
that the battery provides to the load as follows: NEW SOC = OLD
SOC +/- amount of charge / discharge. If the total integration of the
charged current is correctly known, the SOC is estimated by integrat-
ing the discharge current. It is difficult to integrate the discharged
current. And even if the amount of the charge is known, the state of
the previous discharge has an effect on the SOC. This points out the
drawbacks of this method.

internal resistance as function of soc

Internal resistance SOC

The internal resistance [8] is a gross value comprehensive of a number
of small contributions like resistivity of the plate grids, the lead posts
and the interface contact resistance between these parts, and the most
importantpoint is, that contribution comes from the electrochemical
system of the cell, including resistance to ionic conduction within the
electrolyte, the interface the electrolyte with the active materials of the
plates, and the resistivity of the active materials with the plate grids
([1][Par4.1.4.1-Pag.167]). The chemical contribution to the resistance
of the battery is produced with polarizing in an electric chemical re-
action [11]. In effect when the cell is fully charged, the electrolyte is
at its highest state of concentration (highest specific gravity). As the
cell discharges, the sulfate ion concentration decreases, like the thick-
ness of the electrolyte, and so the internal resistance will increase[11],
because related with the ion concentration. In effect this reduction in
available current carriers is seen as higher internal resistance in the
Thèvenin equivalent circuit [1]. The figure 12 shows this relationship.
Notice that substantial impact occours until the cell state of charge
falls below 25%. When the cell state of charge falls below 25% to-
wards zero, the resistance has got a dramatic improvement [1].

The value of the internal resistance will change with the thikness
of the electrolyte which is decided by the charge inside the battery,
so the internal resistance will decrease when the battery charges, and
increase when discharging, beacuse the thikness of the electrolyte of
the battery decreases.

Because the changing of the internal resistance inside the battery
is very little, the equipment measuring the internal resistance needs
high accuracy and precision. Besides, the internal resistance of the
battery will have non-linear changing, because of the aging of the
battery, which not only affects the accuracy of the detecting, but also
makes it hard for the user to correct and adjust.So it is very difficult
to reckon the accurate state of charge by using the internal resistance
[11] pg 2019. With a fitting function is also possible to find out the rela-
tionschip between Internal resistance and SOC like showed in Figure
12, and comparing it with Peuchert’s Equation.

A model of the internal resistance used during a pulse discharge,Model of internal
resistance
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1.1 state of charge - soc 13

Figure 12: Internal resistance versus SOC [8]

and voltage and current waveform are showed in fig 13. R1 is the elec-
trolyte resistance including the electrode resistance. R2 is the charge
transfer resistance at the interface between the electrode and elec-
trolyte solution, and C is the electric double layer static capacity
formed at the interface between the electrode and electrolyte solu-
tion.

Figure 13: Inner resistance battery model usinf pulse discharge [7]

The equation that describes the terminal voltage

V(t) = VB − I(R1 + R2) + R2Ie
− t
CR1 + Vce

− t
CR2 (1.9)

in steady state the equation becomes:

V(t) = VB − I(R1 + R2) (1.10)

and from this is obtained the following expression for the inner resis-
tance:

R1 + R2 =
∆I

∆V
(1.11)

where ∆I and ∆V are the amplitudes of the pulse signal ∆I = Ipp;
∆V = Vpp In figure 14 an example of the inner resistance calculated
as shown before is depicted.It is possible to estimate the SOC from the
inner resistance to a certain degree. The value of the inner resistance
can be expressed as a parabola as a function of the SOC:

SOC(t) =
α

R−β
+ γ (1.12)
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14 basics of batteries

Figure 14: Inner resistance versus time[7]

the tree parameters α, β, γ are decided by fitting the parabola to the
graph with a non linear least square in figure 14. The problem relating
the determination of this parameters are: that they depends on the
temperature, the value of the internal resistance has got large noise
(1.12). In [7] it is proposed how to estimate the SOC. The equation to
estimate is (1.13)

SOC∗ = αV +βR+ γ
√
V + δ

√
R+ const (1.13)

The characteristic of this equation is, that the square root about the
terminal voltage and internal resistance employed for estimation. So,
it should be noticed, that:

• SOC∗ = estimated SOC

• V = terminal voltage

• R = Internal resistance

In [7] it is shown, that the parameters in equation 1.13 are estimated
from the measured data by the least square error (LSE) method. The
results of this estimation method are:

α 243.11

β - 8.01

γ -1599.73

δ 4.32

const 2631.37

Table 1: Estimated Parameters

This estimation method has got a little estimation error also when
the SOC graph bends and it becomes difficult to estimate. [7]

1.2 battery modelization

It is already known, that the internal resistance differs under dis-
charge and charge conditions, so a complex model is needed to de-
scribe the internal dynamics of the battery: in particular the effect of
the diffusion of the electrolytic chemicals between the battery plates.
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1.2 battery modelization 15

Figure 15: SOC estimated and real [7]

To take in count the different resistance values under charge and dis-
charge conditions, the circuit can be modified as shown in figure 16 Different resistance

values on
Charge/discharge
conditions

(in [12]figure 2).

Figure 16: Battery modelization accounting for the different values of resis-
tance in charging and dischargin battery and capacitor to take in
count polarization effect.[12]

The diodes has no physical meaning: they only need to enable one
of the resistors and disable the other, in order to model the diffusion
of the electrolytic through the battery and its resultant effect of caus-
ing transient currents in the battery, a capacitor is added to the model
as shown in figure 16. [ from [5] and [6]]

This is the model adopted here to develop a state of charge estima-
tion scheme. The equations that describes the circuit are :

V̇p = −Vp
1

RdC
+ Voc

1

RdC
− Ib

1

C
, (VP 6 Voc) (1.14)

V̇p = −Vp
1

RcC
+ Voc

1

RcC
− Ib

1

C
, (VP > Voc) (1.15)

Ip =
Vp − Voc
Rb

(1.16)
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16 basics of batteries

The current Ib is considered to have a positive sign during discharge(the
capacitor modelize the polarization capacitance and model the chemical
diffusion within the battery (its value depends on SOC, temperature
and also the device design). None of the parameters Rc,Rd, C are
known a priori and Vp is not measurable. The problem then is to esti-
mate Voc, (the SOC is then found using 1.5) with only measurements
of the terminal voltage and current [12] .
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2
C H A R G E E Q U A L I Z E R S Y S T E M S

Imbalance of cells in battery systems is very usual, like differences in
internal impedences and in self-discharging rates (different character-
istics) indeed, they differ in their behaviour. To maximize the capacity
and reliability, the individual battery voltages in a battery series must
be totally uniform [16]. Once the imbalance occours, it will increase
with additional use. For lead-acid batteries the gassing phase is not
a big problem, despite the fact, that it causes overheating and loss of
electrolyte. Also excessive low voltages during the discharging pro-
cess imply a low acidic concentration of the electrolyte. During the
next charge period, some of the lead precipitates into partices called
dendrites. These dendrites create current leakage paths between the
electrodes, and may result in a short circuit. Therefore the battery can
be damaged by excessive high or low voltages [21].

2.1 general review about charge balancer

Balancing is the most important concerning relating the life of the
battery system, because without the individual cell voltage, it will
drift apart with time figure 18. The theory concerning the proposed
balancing methods will be presented here.Balancing methods can be
passive or active. Passive

Active balancing instead, uses external circuits to actively trans- active balancing

port energy among cells in order to balance them. This method is the
only applicable with Lithium based batteries; because it avoids the
gassing phase allowing a constant battery temperature. Active bal-
ancing methods can be sorted by circuit topology: Shunting methods,
Shuttling methods, Derivative methods.

It is hard to find one method for all applications, because the meth- Short overview of all
methodsods range has limited effectiveness; otherwise it will be exorbitantly

expensive. The balancing methods are grouped in 3 categories accord-
ing to their nature of balancing. Dissipative resistor, Boost shunting,
and Switched capacitors are three methods for different applications.

Dissipative Resistor (in CCM) is good for low power applications. In-
deed for low power applications the resistors can be small and don’t
need much thermal management, and it is really cheap.

Boost shunting is good for either low power applications. The rel-
atively low costs and the relatively simple control makes it a good
candidate for many applications.

Switched capacitor is good for HEV (Hybrid Electric Vehicles) appli-
cations; not only because it is able to operate during the charging and
discharging phase, but also because it has a very simple control.

17
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18 charge equalizer systems

2.1.1 Shunting active balancing method

This method removes the excess energy from higher voltace cells to lethow is works

them wait for the lower voltage cells to catch up with them. There are
two kinds of shunting methods:one using dissipative methods, and
the other non-dissipative methods, regarding the application, a good
balance between heat dissipation and effectiveness of balancing must
be made, since excessive heat dissipation will increase the difficulty
of thermal management.

Dissipative shunting resistor method

The dissipative shunting resistor method is a very reliable and simple
one. The basic circuit topology is shown in fig.:17. The same topol-
ogy can work in two modes: continuous and detecting mode. In the
continuous mode all switches are controlled by the same signal at theContinuous mode

same time; they will be turned on only during charging: the cells
with a higher voltage will have less charging current, so as to wait
for the other cell to be charged. Care must be taken to choose prop-
erly the resistor. The advantage of this mode is, that it doesn’t need a
complex control for it. In contrast, the detecting mode , needs to mon-Detecting mode

itor the voltage of each cell: an intelligent controller senses the im-
balance conditions and determines if the dissipative resistor must be
connected to remove the excess of energy from the cell. In both meth-

Figure 17: Basic disspiative resistor topology [15]

ods the value of the resistor should be determinated according to the
application. For example, if the dissipating current is smaller than
10mA/Ah (a 10mA/Ah could balance cells at a rate of 1% per hour),
so this circuit could drain the battery pack in few days (more than 4

days). This topology is not a very effective active balancing method.could be used for a
low-cost solutions It could be used in many applications for low-cost solutions [15]. An-

other method could be dissipative shunting: it shares the same idea,
but instead of using resistors, it uses transistors as the dissipation
component.
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2.1 general review about charge balancer 19

PWM controlled shunting

This is a kind of a non-dissipative method where the Battery Manage-
ment System (BMS) senses the voltage difference of the two neighbor- how it works

ing cells: by applying a PWM square wave on the gate of the pair of
MOSFETs, the BMS controls the current difference of these two cells.
In this way the average current flowing through the higher voltage
cell will be lower than the normal cell. Disadvantages of this circuit advantages and

drawbacksare that it is complex, it needs accurate voltage sensing and 2(n− 1)

switches and n-1 switches for n cells [15].

Figure 18: PWM controlled shunting [15]

Resonant Converter

It is another version of the previous, but instead of using intelligent
control to sense and generate PWM gating signals, it uses a resonant
circuit to both transfer energy and drive MOSFETs [15]. Figure 19 how it works

shows the resonant converter balancing circuit: L1 and C1 is used to
both transfer energy and drive the MOSFET. When the voltage across
L1 is positive, Q2 is on; otherwise Q2 is turned off. The resonance
will cause a reverse current through L1, turning off Q2 and turning
on Q1: in this way a new cycle of resonance is started. If cell 1 has
got a higher voltage than cell 2, the average current flowing through
inductor L2 will be positive to balance the two cells. This topology is advantage and

drawsbackscomplex, and needs a resonant startup circuit [15].

Figure 19: Resonant Converter balancing [15]
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Boost Shunting

In the boost shunting method, individual cell voltages are measured
and switched for to the cell with higher voltage will be activated by
the main controller. The switch is controlled by the PWM signal. Fig-how it works

ure 20 shows the boost shunting circuit. When it is working, the cir-
cuit is actually acting as a boost converter. The boost converter diverts
the extra energy to the other cells in the string. The equivalent circuit
is shown in figure 20. This circuit is relatively simple and fewer com-advantages and

drawbacks ponents are used as compared to other advanced balancing methods.

Figure 20: Boost Shunting [15]

Figure 21: Boost shunting equivalent circuit [15]

Complete Shunting

Complete Shunting is shown in fig.: 22: in this circuit a mass charger
(a current controlled converter) is needed. When one cell reacheshow it works

its maximum voltage, the cell is completely shunted by using two
switches. The charge finishes until the last cell in the string is fully
charged. When a string is long, it may need a cascade buck converteradvantages and

drawbacks for which the output voltage range is very wide. This topology is used
in expensive UPS: for best results cells must be individually charged.
It also requires an expensive parallel charger [15].
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Figure 22: Complete shunting [15]

2.1.2 Shuttling active balancing methods

This kind of method uses external storage devices (typically capaci-
tors) to shuttle the energy among the cells to balance them. There are
two shuttling topologies: the Switched capacitor and the Single switched
capacitor [15]

Switched capacitor

This topology requires, 2n switches and n-1 capacitors in order to
balance n cells. The control strategy is very simple, because there are how this topology

worksonly two states. Capacitor C1 will be paralleled with B1 and C1 will
be charged or discharged to obtain the same voltage as B1. After this
process the system will turn to the other state: C1 paralleled with
B2. The same thing as in the previous state will happen. After cycles
of this process, B1 and B2 will be balanced and so on. So, the total
battery pack can be balanced. The advantages of this topology are, advantages and

drawbacksthat it doesn’t need an intelligent control and it can work in both
recharging and discharging operation. This topology reqires (n− 1)

capacitors to balance n cells [15].

Figure 23: Switched capacitor topology [15]
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Single Switched Capacitor

This method uses only one capacitor to shuttle the energy. If a simple
control strategy is used, and n is the number of cells, the speed of
balancing is only 1/n of the regular switched capacitor method. For
this topology also n switches are needed. A more advanced control
strategy can be used to switch between the highest and the lowest
voltage cell (cell to cell method) . With this method the balancingnecessity of a more

advanced control speed will be much higher, too (fig.:24). For this topology n switches
and one capacitor are needed to balance n cells. It needs externallittle overview of

drawbacks and
advantages

devices to store energy shuttled [15].

Figure 24: Single switched capacitor topology [15]

2.1.3 Isolated converter active balancing method

In these converters the input and output have isolated grounds [15].

Step-up converter

This method uses insulated boost converters to remove the excess of
energy from the single cell to the total pack. The inputs of the con-
verters are connected to each cell to be balanced fig.:25. The outputs
of the boost are connected together to the total battery pack. The con-
trol senses the voltage of the cells and commands the operations to
balance the cells. This method is relative expensive, but suitable foradvantages and

drawbacks modular design. Special consideration is needed if the battery pack
has very long string cells, because the step-up converter needs to
boost a single cell voltage to the pack voltage [15].

Multi-winding Transformer

In the Multi-winding Transformer topology, a shared transformer has
a single magnetic core with secondary taps for each cell. Current from
the cell stack is switched into transformer’s primary winding and
induces current in each of the secondary windings. The secondary
winding with the least reactance will have the most induced current.
The transformer must be customized according to the number of cells.
The disadvantages of this topology are the complexity and the highadvantages and

drawbacks costs [15].
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Figure 25: Step-up converter topology [15]

Figure 26: Multi winding transformer topology [15]
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Ramp Converter

It shares the same idea as Multi-winding Transformers. It requires
only one secondary winding for each pair of cells instead of one per
cell. While operating, on one half cycle, most of the current is used tohow it works

charge the odd number of lowest voltage cells while on the other half
cycle, most of the current is used to charge the even number lowest
voltage cells via the so called ramp [15].

Figure 27: Ramp converter topology [15]

Multiple Transformers

In comparison with the multi-winding transformer scheme, this topol-
ogy is better for modular design [15].

Switched Transformer

It is a selectable energy converter: the input is connected to a serieshow it works

of switches, which are used to select which cell the output connects
to. The controller detects the unbalanced cell and then controls the
switches to connect the isolated converter to it [15].

Figure 28: Switched transformer topology [15]

2.1.4 Charge Equalizer for long strings of battery

For large numbers of cells (eighty or more), a charge equalizer method
could be based on a battery modularization technique. In this method
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a very long battery string is divided into several modules, and then
an intramodule equalizer and outer-module equalizer are designed.
Thus, the design of a charge equalizer becomes easier.Battery strings
connected in a series have been used in several applications such as:
uninterruptible power supply (UPS), electrical vehicles (EV) and hy-
brid electrical vehicles(HEV). Especially in HEV, the repeated charge
and discharge phenomenon (due to regenerative breaking), causes a
cell mismatch problem, because batteries have inevitable differences
in chemical and electrical characteristics from manufacturing. If these safety problems if

charge is not
equalized

imbalanced batteries are left in use without any control, the energy
storage capacity decreases severely, and in the worst case there may
be an explosion or fire. The conventional charge equalizer systems
can be classified in two categories:the dissipative (2.1.1) and non-dissipative
method, as showed in the chapter before. The non-dissipiative type can
be divided into three parts: charge type, discharge type and a compos-
ite charge-discharge type [16].For a small amount of cells, automatic
or selective equalization based on multi-winding transformer have
been achieved, but for big amount of cells, for example more than 80

cells stacked in series to obtain a DC source of more than 300V, the
previous approach tends to produce some problems. Such problems
include difficulties on implementing a multi-winding transformer,
the prolonged equalization time (cell-to-cell shift) and the complexity
of controlling a large number of DC-DC converters. To avoid these
problems, a charge equalizer method based on battery modulariza-
tion technique is presented in this article [16]. A long battery string
is divided into several modules and then an intra-module equalizer
and an outer-module equalizer are designed. This technique reduces
the number of cells that is needed to take in count when the design
of charge equalizer must be done. If more batteries are stacked in

Figure 29: Battery string configuration (a) Conventional structure; (b) Mod-
ularized structure [16]

a series to obtain a DC source of a big voltage, for example in au-
tomotive applications more than 300V could be required and could
need approximately more than 80 batteries in stack. In those cases Charge Equalizer

applied to mode than
80 batteries
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there are difficulties to implement a Multi-winding Transformer . The
problems that arise with a great amount of cells are

• Implementation possibility

• Equalization speed

• Equalization efficency

• Controller simplicity

• Circuit size and cost

• Mismatched leakage inductance

To avoid these problems in [16] is a charge equalizer design method
proposed, based on a battery modularization technique. A long string
of battery is divided into M modules, where each module is com-
posed by N cells as shown in Figure 29; then an intra-module equal-
izer and a outer-module equalizer are designed. This modulariza-
tion technique effectively reduces the number of cells which must
be taken into account designing a charge equalizer. In [16] an exam-
ple is shown with two modules, each one composed by four cells.
The multi-winding transformer based balancing scheme is applied
to both intra-module equalizer and the outer-module equalizer;in
[16] are also compared the classical and modularized approach of
two topologies: multi-winding transformer and switched capacitor. The
switched capacitor with modularized approach in [16] is implemented
with cell-level switched capacitor system for intra-module, and module-
level switched capacitor system for the outer-module as in fig.:30. Cell-

Figure 30: intramodule and outer-module charge equalizer structure [16]

level and module-level Switched Capacitor System are shown in fig.:31

two MOSFET (n-Mos and p-Mos) switches are connected to the bat-
tery: one to the positive and the other to the negative terminal. The
drain terminal of both switches are connected , and this point is cou-
pled with the equalizing capacitor C7. The complementary gate sig-
nals SHD and SLD are fed to two insulated gate drivers OC3 and
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OC4. The only difference between Cell-level switched capacitor and
Module-level Switched Capacitors, is that the last one has a improved
performance on driving the gate and that the voltage rating of the
MOSFET switches is upgraded due to the higher voltage of the mod-
ule battery. The experiment presented in [16] is conducted with a 7Ah
HEV lithium-ion batteries of which the maximum discharge current
is about 200A. Under these conditions:

• The same cell voltage distributes at the beginning of equaliza-
tion

• The same PWM modulation control was applied

• Approxmimately 3.5 hours of equalization time, and one hour
of idle time

• all of the cell voltages were monitored every 10 seconds

Figure 31: Switched capacitor-based modularized charge equalizer [4]

The comparative results are presented in figure 32; so it is possible
that at the end of balancing the maximum voltage gap among the
cells is reduced with the modularized approach, if compared with the
conventional equalizer. If this modularized charge equalized scheme
is applied to a very long string of batteries the benefits outweigh the
drawbacks of increased size and costs [16].

2.1.5 Little focus on the Switched Capacitor topology

In the switched capacity topology, the equalization of the cell voltages
can be obtained by alternatively switching a suitable capacitor or an
accumulator parallel to the cells as shown in fig.:33. If the voltage of
the selected cell is higher than the capacitor voltage, a corresponding
amount of charge is transferred to this cell. If the switching frequency
is chosen high enough (some 100Hz), this charge transfer produces
an equalization of cell voltages. This system works during charging
as well as during discharging of the battery. It can be stepped up in
a modular way and can easily be adapted to existing battery systems
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Figure 32: Equalization performance comparison: a, b conventional ap-
proach; c,d modularized approach [4]

Figure 33: Charge transfer by a switch capacitor [19]
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Figure 34: Block diagram of a charging system showing bulk charging and
the proposed charge equalization scheme [24]

[19]. The [20] switched capacitor approach performs equalization on
the same time scales as active methods if the switching frequency is
selected properly. The capacitor value is not relevant to the final result,
but only to the rate of the charge exchange. The switching process
must be fast and the switches must exhibit no voltage drop as the
current decrease to zero. Each switch needs to block only the voltage
of a single battery (rarely more than 15V). The capacitors requires
also 15V ratings. Appropriate values will be in the range of 20µ F to
1000µF.

2.2 charge equalizer for series connected battery strings-
dc /dc converter topology

During the bulking charging phase, each cell (or stack of cells) are bulking phase

monitored; if any of these cells reaches its nominal voltage or if
gassing is detected, bulk charging is shutted off and charge equaliza-
tion is enabled. The basic technique utilizes a simple insulated dc/dc basic techinque for

charge equalizerconverter with a capacitive output filter analog with a multi wind-
ing coaxial transformer (known for low and controlled leakage induc-
tance and accurate control of all fluxes). In fig.: 34 a block diagram of
the proposed charge equalization scheme is shown. The transformer
leakage inductance is used as the main driving impedence to con- usage of the leakage

inductancetrol the total charging current. Assuming only one winding for the
transformer secondary, as shown in fig.: 35, it can be seen that the
transformer, and thus the battery charging current is governed by the
forward converter voltage Vs, the battery stack voltage Vb and the
leakage inductance Ls

Ich(t) =
aVin − Vb

LS
(2.1)

Figure 35 shows an extension of the single cell to cells. It is seen that
with low-leakage inductance and controlled VS, the lower voltage cell
can be designed to draw significantly higher current as compared to
the other cells. This will then charge the lower voltage cell until the
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voltages become equal at which point charging can be tapered off via
VS control using a buck converter or similar arrangement. By control-
ling VS, one can have even greater flexibility in directing charge to
those battery cells in need of more charging. It provides also a means
of tracking the nominal battery voltage as it varies due to tempera-
ture and aging effects. In principles the scheme can be extended to
multiple cells all operating from one single converter, as shown in fig.:
34. To implement this topology a coaxial winding transformer which
is simple in structure, easy to manifacture and tightly controlled par-
asitics is needed. The transformer needs to be optimized, so that the
full converter rating can be used to charge the weakest cell. Once the
final equalization voltage is reached, the converter can be turned off.

Figure 35: Basic converter winding transformer [21]

2.3 review on equalization methods

necessity of a charge
equalizer To maximize capacity and reliability, the individulal battery voltages

in a series connected pack must be uniform. Indeed during a charging
and discharging cycle, batteries may not operate in a uniform manner.bulk-trickle charge

For lead-acid batteries the charging period can be splitted up in two
periods: the bulk charge period and the trickle charging period. The
last one represents the equalization of the charge. Most of the charge
is provided in the bulk phase, (current can reach the 240A); when
the voltage can reach a certain level, a trickle charge is applied for
several hours at low current (about 1A dc) and each battery will reach
its full charge and any excess of charge will be dissipated safely in
the battery . Trickle charging is unacceptable for high performance
batteries like lithium-ion, because those can explode if overcharged.
For this reason a more clever Charge Equalizer system is needed. In
selective Buck-Boost Charge Equalizer it is looked for routes all of the
equalizing current only to the weakest batteries [21].

• Switched Capacitors or DC/DC converter. A pulse transformer isSwitched Capacitors

used to drive the switches. The switches experience high surge
currents, especially when large voltage imbalances are present.
The impact of the electromagnetic interferences could be also
relevant, but the most important thing is the energy dissipation
that is proportional to the square of the voltage stored by the
capacitor.

• Buck Boost Isolated Equalizer Usually a separate transformer sec-Buck-boost

ondary winding and rectifier are used for each battery. The con-
verter is operated as a constant current source, and each battery
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is effecttively parallel connected with the converter output. (the
battery with the lowest voltage will draw a significantly higher
current than the other batteries. The circuit achieves the buck-
Boost operation when the input to the converter is connected
across the total battery pack). This should provide good equal-
ization, but the traditional design is complex and may have a
relatively high number of elements. Establishing a battery stack
parallel to the capacitor stack could be also useful, in the aim
on having an energy and power tanks. The power tank can be
represented by a super capacitor

• Ramp Converter This topology inherits its name from the shape Ramp converter

its primary current waveform. The input is normally connected
across the entire batteries pack, and the energy is transferred
from the higher to the lower voltage batteries. The total equal-
ization current is regulated by means of frequency modulation,
and the circuit is arranged so that all power semiconductors em-
ploy ZVS (Zero Voltage Switching) and/or ZCS (Zero Current
Switching). This could provide very low losses in the switches,
so frequency can get higher and the size and cost of the circuit
can be minimized. Unfortunately, the differences in the trans- drawback

former secondary leakage inductances can affect the equaliza-
tion currents.

• Selective Ramp Equalizer (should improve the performance of the
earlier Ramp Equalizer) It uses bipolar transistor switches to
handle the equalization current. These scheme eliminates the
necessity for balanced leakage inductances, and it also reduces
the required power level.
In [21] it is evidenced, that a normal use is not a very practical
means for comparing equalizers. If a very good pack is used basics on how to

make a comparison
between CE

it is very difficult to determine relative performance between
CE, because all equalizers will product good results. Also in
some packages some types of batteries might require 25 or 30

charge/discharge cycles of several hours each to produce a sig-
nificant imbalance, and a similar number of cycle of charge and
discharge to correct it; beside the battery characteristics change
as the pack is cycled.
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3
M U T U A L I N D U C T O R D E S I G N

The aim of the circuit is to transfer some of the power from a battery
to another without a binding discharge. Supposing to have a 12Ah
battery with a fully charged voltage of 12V and a C1 discharge rate,
it is possible to drawn a current of 1A. The power amount that has
to be transferred through the mutual inductor is 12W = 1A× 12V .
For this reason an average input current of Idc = 1A in the charge
equalizer is required; a ripple of about 15% is imposed, that means Idc = 1A

15%Idc ⇒ ∆i = 150mA.

∆I = 15%I = 150mA (3.1)

L=400µH

With the applied battery voltage of VIN = 12V , and assuming a
duty cycle as δ = 1/2 (∆t = 50 µs), it is possible to calculate the value
of inductance from Faraday’s law:

VIN = LP ·
∆i

∆t
⇒ L = 400µH (3.2)

Irms = IL ·
√
1− δ ·

√
1+

1

3

(
∆i

Idc

)

= IL ·
√
1−

1

2
·

√
1+

1

3

(
0.1A
1A

)
= 0.719A (3.3)

Irms = 0.719A

The efficiency required for this charge equalizer is: η ≈ 98%; indeed
it must be as high as possible, otherwise this device will not work
properly.

Pdiss = Ptrans − Ptrans · 98% = 240mW (3.4)

η = 98%

Pcorediss = Pwindingdiss = Ptotdiss/2 = 120mW (3.5)

3.1 core design

3.1.1 Ferrite selection

The core temperature is supposed to be of about 80
◦C; and an envi-

ronmental temperature of 40
◦C, resulting on a temperature improve-

ment of ∆T = 40◦C. As suggested in figure 36 reported from Epcos
data sheet, N87 ferrite material is the best choice for switching fre- selection of the

ferrite typequency of fsw = 100kHz.

33
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Figure 36: Core selection: usage of ferrite type suggested from Epcos and
the associated typical an maximal work frequency ([29] pg139)

3.1.2 Core selection

In order to be able to store energy in the mutual inductor, an air
gap is required. To estimate the inductance value calculated for an
existing gapped core, (pag 5-7 [26]) with a given number of turns, as
first approach an inductace factor: AL is calculated as provided in
the formula (3.6) provided in [31]. In figure ??, the suggested air gap
value related to the nearest inductance factor value of AL = 347nH,
is 0.16mm. Applying N=35 turns, and a inductance value L=400 µH,
it is obtained

AL =
L

N2
=
400 · 103

352
nH ≈ 326, 5 nH

turns2
(3.6)

The nearest value available in data sheet is AL = 347nH; and the
core that best fits to this value is EE 25/13/7 , whose characteristicsCore selected

EE25/13/7 are reported in figure 39. Within this specific core, the below maximal
flux density is obtained (see (3.13)):

BMAX =
L · Ipk
Ae ·N

=
400 10−6H · 1, 075
52, 5mm2 · 35

= 234mT (3.7)

It is pointed out that BMX = 234mT < BSAT = 380mT . This assures a
safe saturation margin of about 40%. Below, important basic relations
are presented.
Ampère’s law gives the total magneto-motive force along any closed
path with a length of l[m] that link together all N conductors:

F =

∮
Hdl = N · I [J A] (3.8)

Supposing that H is constant in the entire path, it is possible to sub-
stitute H · l = N · I :

mmf = F = N · I ≈ H · le ;⇒ le =
N · I
H

(3.9)

From Faraday’s Law:

dΦ

dt
= −

u(t)

N
; ∆Φ =

1

N

∫
u(t)dt (3.10)
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Figure 37: Flux saturation limits for N87 ferrite at 100
◦C and 10kHz. This

picture shows that the upper bound is at 380mT - Epcos descrip-
tion core materials [28] pg82

When: u(t) represent the voltage across the winding; N represent the
number of turns and Φ the total magnetic flux passing through a
surface S having area Ae; it is so calculated:

Φ =

∫
S

B · dS = B×Ae (3.11)

The last equation is valid for a uniform flux density of magnitude B
through a constant area Ae. It is possible calculate the slope of the
characteristic voltage-integral vs. current (

∫
u(t)dt vs I) through the

winding, that represents the inductance

L =

∫
u(t)dt

I
=
N2

<
=

(
µ
Ae

le

)
·N2 (3.12)

When < is the reluctance defined as < =
∮

dl
µ0µrAe

.
Reminding relation (3.9) it is obtained:

Ae =
L · I
µ ·H

=
L · I
B ·N

⇒ Ae =
L · IpkL
N ·BMX

(3.13)

Aw =
ATOTcu

Kw
=
N · IrmsL

J
· 1
kw

(3.14)
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Figure 38: Power Losses diagrams (a) versus AC flux; (b) versus tempera-
ture; (c) versus frequency -provided from EPCOS data-sheet
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Figure 39: Dimensions of single ferrite unit and the winding support relative
to E25/13/7. AN is the window area an lN represent the average
path of the winding.

Core Power losses

The maximal power allowed to be dissipated by the entire mutual
inductor surface is 240mW, as explained in (3.4). In order to calculate
the power dissipated in the core, it is useful to get the flux swing ∆B.

∆B =
∆Φ

Ae
=

1

Ae
· L ·∆I
N

=
L · IMAX
Ae ·N

∆I

IMax

= BMAX ·
∆I

IMAX

= 0, 234T · 0, 15 = 35, 1mT (3.15)

Where :

Φ =
N · I
<

=
L · I
N

(3.16)

The flux swing value calculated in (3.15) must be halved to find
the power dissipated per unit of volume in figure 38 (because the re-
ported data are referred to bipolar flux swing, and in flyback the flux
is unipolar). Looking at the diagram of the relative core losses ver-
sus field flux density it is pointed out PV = 3 kW/m3. So much less
than the 100 mW/cm3 rule of thumb that core losses are negligible,
confirming that BMAX is saturation limited at Ipk = 1, 05A [applica-
tion notes Texas Instruments ANtexas pag 5-13]. Finally the total core
losses are:

Pcorediss = PV × Volume

= 1, 2
kW

m3
× 3020 · 10−9m3

≈ 3, 6[mW] (3.17)
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The thermal resistance of this core like in figure 40 is Rth = 40[K/W];
so the estimated total losses (core and winding) are: Pt = ∆T/Rth =

40/40 = 1[mW]. Due to the small improve in the estimated tempera-
ture , it is possible to use the approximated formula (3.18), cited inImprovement in

temperature:
∆T = 10◦C

[25] to guess the temperature rise of the transformer.

∆T =
23.5 · Pt√
AP

=
23.5 · 240 · 10−3√

52, 5 · 10−2 × 61 · 10−2
≈ 10K (3.18)

Using instead the more general formula and the value of Rth =

46[K/W], that represents the thermal resistance of core and windings;
from data sheet in figure 40 it can be found that:

∆T = Rcore × PL = 40K× 240 · 10−3 ∼= 9, 6◦K (3.19)

The characteristic showed in figure 38, explain also that a eventual
rise in temperature gives a lower power loss, so the temperature sys-
tem can return back to his stable point.

3.1.3 Air Gap

In order to calculate the air gap, the energy density stored in the air
gap has to be taken into account:

w = 1/2×B×H = 1/2× µ0 ×H2 [J/m3] (3.20)

where:

µ0 = 4π · 10−7 [ H/m = V · s / A]

F = Magneto Motive Force [A]

H = Magnetic Field Intensity [A/m]

B = Magnetic Flux density [T=Wb/m2]

w = energy density [J/m3]

l = length of the magnetic path [m]

A = cross sectional area [m2]

Within typical transformers, the magnetic energy is almost always
confined to the regions where the field intensity H is almost constant
and quite predictable. This often occurs in circuit winding as well
[27]:

W = 1/2 · µ0 ·H2 ·A · l [J] (3.21)

from Ampère’s law, the total magneto motive force along any closed
path of length le[m] that link together all N conductors:

mmF =

∮
Hdl = N · I [J A] (3.22)
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Figure 40: Thermal resistance for the main power transformer core shape -
Epcos data-sheets
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Supposing that H is constant in all path, it is possible to substitute
H · l = N · I :

W = 1/2 · µ0 · I2 ·A/l ·N2 [J] (3.23)

W = 1/2 · L · I2

= 1/2 · µ0 ·N2 ·A/l · I2 [J] (3.24)

Supposing that all energy will stored in the air gap, and that the effect
of fringing flux will be negligible; said lgap the length of this region
and supposing that this area will coincide with that one of the ferrite
core inside the winding, from (3.24) it is obtained:

lgap =
µ0 ·N2 ·Ae

L

=
(4π10−7H/m) · (352) · (52, 5 10−6m2)

400 · 10−6H
≈ 0, 2mm (3.25)

The nearest air gap values, available from data sheets, are: 0,15mm

Figure 41: Table of inductance value for E25/13/7 gapped and ungapped
core with N87 ferrite-Epcos Data sheets.

and 0,25mm (as provided in figure 41). corresponding to these two
possibilities there are two possible solutions:

i- lgap = 0, 15mm, than the best trade off is obtained with
N=30, BMAX = 270mT , L = 396µH, ∆I = 150mA, ∆B = 40, 5mT
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ii- lgap = 0, 25mm, than the best trade off is obtained with
N=39, BMAX = 211mT ,L = 401µH, ∆I = 150mA, ∆B = 31, 6mT

It is chosen the first trade-off, because assure lower losses in the
winding, since core losses are still low.

3.1.4 Conductor sizing, winding resistance and losses

Conductor sizing is guided from the power allowed to be dissipated
on the winding.

Being Pcorediss ≈ 2, 7mW, as calculated in (3.17) and the entire power
allowed to be dissipated in the entire mutual inductor (wire and core)
PTOTdiss = 240mW, it is possible to calculate the power that can be
dissipated on the wire:

Pwirediss =PTOTdiss − P
core
diss

= 240− 2, 7mW = 237, 3mW

= (Rdc + Rac) · I2 (3.26)

Given that the root mean square current through inductance is
Irms = 0.719A, as calculated in (3.3); and that Pwirediss = 237, 3mW,
than:

Rdc + Rac =
Pwirediss

I2
=
237, 3mW
0, 7192 A2

∼= 459mΩ (3.27)

Furthermore, supposing that Rac/Rdc = 1, 2:

Rdc · (1+ 1, 2) ∼= 459mΩ⇒ Rdc =
457mW

2, 2
= 208mΩ (3.28)

Being

Acu = ρ(100◦C) ·
Nprim

Rdc
· lN

= 23, 1 · 10−6Ωmm · 30

208mΩ
· 50mm

∼= 0, 167mm2 → Acu > AWG 24 (3.29)

Being AWG24 the minimal cross section allowed to be used in the
winding; the window area, as declared in figure 39 is Aw = 61mm2

where breadth is bw = 3, 85 mm; and width is hw = 15, 3 mm like
in figure 43. In order to represent the loss of space due to the use of
a round section wire instead of a square section one, it is introduced
Kround = (π/4) = Arnd/Asq, where Around represents the area of
a round with 1mm ray and Asq is the area of a square. A part of
window area is occupied also by a creepage allowance M, that is nec-
essary at each end of windings [26] pg 5-14. For this instance up to
now it is supposed, M = 0.

The new available winding are is Awfree = bw × hw = 15, 3 ×
3, 85 ≈ 59mm2. The section area available for each cable can be calcu- Choice of wire
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42 mutual inductor design

Figure 42: AWG diameters available; the first column provide the bare cop-
per area, and the last one the external diameter. Table provided
from constructor [39]
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3.1 core design 43

Figure 43: Dimensions of the coil former for EE25/13/7-Epcos Data-sheets

lated in this way:

Aavailablewire = Kround ·
Awfree

Nprim +Nsec

≈ π
4
· 59mm

2

60× 2
≈ 0, 7720mm2 ↓ (3.30)

Aavailablewire 6 AWG 19 (3.31)

Consequently to this result, the maximal wire available area isAavailablewire =

0, 772mm2: the nearest value in the AWG table is represented by
AWG 19 with a outside cross sectional area 0, 7059mm2. The wire can
therefore be selected between AWG 24 and AWG 19. It is so selected
AWG 20.

The copper temperature is supposed to be 100
◦C because it repre-

sents the worst-case; and the most likely case since the temperature in
the winding is higher than 80

◦C. Recalculating Rdc with the new as-
sumptions in cross sectional area AWG 20 (bare area 0, 5188 = mm2,
outside diameter= 0, 874mm2):

Rdc = ρ(100
◦C) ·

Nprim · lN
Acu

= 23, 1 10−6 Ωmm · 30 · 50 mm
0, 5188 mm2

≈ 66mΩ (3.32)

Power dc losses are: DC losses admitted
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Figure 44: Recommended number of strand in Litz wire provided by New
England Wire Technology

Pdc = Rdc × I2rms ≈ 66 mΩ× 0, 7182 A = 34 mW
Penetration depth at 100 kHz in a copper conductor , being ρ thePenetration depth

copper resistivity at 100
◦C, can be calculated as [27]:

δpen =

√
ρ

π · µ0 · fsw
=

√
23, 1 · 10−9

π · 4π10−7 · 100
= 241, 9 (3.33)

Figure 45: Penetration Depth provided from [39]. See also [25] pag 3.101 fig
3.4B.3
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3.1 core design 45

Let’s call Q the ratio between Layer thickness and penetration depth;
with an AWG 20 wire it is obtained the following value:

Q =
LayerThickness

δpen

=
0, 83 · dcu ·

√
dcu/s

δpen

=
0, 83 · 0, 5188 · 10−3 ·

√
0, 5188/0, 874

241, 9 · 10−6

= 1, 37 (3.34)

Where Layer thickness = 0, 83 · dcu ·
√
dcu/s ; dcu is the diameter of

the copper wire, and s is the center-to-center distance between wires
[27]. Looking on figure 46 it is possible to notice that Q=1,37 (for two
layers, because are supposed not interleaved) provide a Rac/Rdc ≈ 2:
that means greater power losses (at least double), due to the skin
effect. In order to reduce the skin effect, the diameter of the bare
copper wire AWG 20 (0, 5188mm) is compared with the penetration
depth (0, 242mm); it is possible to notice that at the frequency 100kHz
the entire cross wire section is not used. This means that the skin
effect is going to be relevant. To maintain a reasonable Rac/Rdc, as
assumed in (3.28), Litz wire with more strands of finer wire will be
used. For this reason it is selected the Litz wire to use from tabel in
figure 44: 108 strand where each strand is composed by wire AWG
40. The effect of this selection is evidenced by Dowell curves. Looking

Figure 46: Dowell curves that represent the ratio between Rac/Rdc versus
Q = layerthickness/Dpen these curves are valid only for sine
wave inside the conductor, but will considered valid [27]
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46 mutual inductor design

in figure 44, dimensions of AWG 40 are Acu = 0, 0049mm2; dcu =

0, 079mm. The new value of Q has to be calculated again:

Q =
LayerThickness

δpen
=
0, 83 · dcu ·

√
dcu/s

δpen
=
0, 83 · 0, 079 · 10−3

241, 9 · 10−6
= 0, 27

(3.35)

The 108 strand of Litz wire can also be composed by 12 layers of
9 strand for each layer. In figure 46 it is pointed out that the new
ratio Rac/Rdc ≈ 1.With this choice of litz wire, it will be rdc = 11, 1 ·
10−3Ω/ft = 33, 83 · 10−3Ωm, because (1ft=0,3048 m; and MFT= 1000

ft).
The new Rdc will be:

Rdc = N · lN · rdc
= 30 · 50 · 10−3 · 33, 83 · 10−3

= 50, 75mΩ (3.36)

Rac =
Rac

Rdc
· Rdc

= 1, 2× 50, 75 = 60, 9mΩ
(3.37)

Pwirediss−prim = RdcI
2
rms + RacI

2
rms =

= 50, 75 · (1+ 1, 2) · 0, 7192 = 57, 7mW (3.38)

Pwirediss−tot = 2× Pwirediss−prim = 115, 4mW (3.39)

The dissipated power on the entire mutual inductor (wire and core),
remembering (3.17) and (3.39), should be:

PTotdiss = P
wire
diss−tot + P

core
diss = (115, 4+ 3, 6) mW = 119mW (3.40)

3.2 winding design with insulation

In order to respect clearance distances, a thickness margin of 2mm
is provided, so the length of the window for locating windings is
15,3mm-2mm= 11,3mm, so the new window area available for wind-
ing will be Aw = bw × hw = 3, 65× 11, 3 = 41, 25mm2.

Supposing a raw of 15 wires, then the available external diameter
is so calculated:

dextwire = hw ÷ turns = 11, 3÷ 15
= 0, 753mm→ dwire = 0, 6426mm (3.41)

Acu = 0, 3243mm2 (3.42)
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3.2 winding design with insulation 47

Figure 47: Margin wound transformer construction from [32]

Aavailablewire = Kround ·
Afreew

Nprim +Nsec
π

4
· 41, 25
60

∼= 0, 54mm2 (3.43)

Rdc = ρ ·
N · lN
Acu

= 23, 1× 10−6 · 30 · 50
0, 3243

∼= 107mΩ (3.44)

In order to calculate the ratio between Rac/Rdc; Q is calculated as
shown afterwards:

(3.45)

Q =
LayerThickness

δpen

=
0, 83 · dcu ·

√
dcu/s

δpen

=
0, 83 · 0, 6426 · 10−3 ·

√
0, 6426/0, 701

241, 9 · 10−6

= 2, 16 (3.46)

With 1 layer, the corresponding value to Q = 2, 16 is Rac/Rdc = 2, 3.
In order to have an opportune ratio it is used Litz wire. The oppor-
tune value is selected looking in figure 44. The corresponding value
to AWG 22 is 40 strand wire of AWG 40. With this value it is obtained
Rac/Rdc = 1. The new value of power dissipated in the primary will
be:

P
prim
dc = (Rdc + Rac)× I2rms

= Rdc · (1+ 1)× I2rms
= 107mΩ · 2× 0, 7192 ∼= 110, 63mW (3.47)

Primary and secondary windings have the same design parameters,
than it is easy calculate the total dissipated power in the windings:
PTOTwire = 110, 63× 2 ≈ 222mW The total dissipated power will be:

PTOTdiss = PTOTwire + P
diss
core

(222+ 3, 6)mW = 224, 8mW (3.48)
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48 mutual inductor design

3.3 winding sizing relaxing insulation restrictions

It is possible try to relax the requirements about insulation. The mean-
ing of Clearance and Creepage distances is here reported.

Figure 48: The clearance distance is defined as shortest distance thought the
air between two conductive elements. [34]

Clearance (figure 48) is the shortest distance between two conduc-
tive parts, or between a conductive part and the bounding surface of
the equipment, measured through air.

Figure 49: The creepage is defined as shortest distance on the surface the of
an insulating material between two conductive elements [34].

Creepage (figure 49)distance is the shortest path between two con-
ductive parts, or between a conductive part and the bounding surface
of the equipment, measured along the surface of the insulation. All
conductive parts are considered in evaluating the creepage distance,
including parts around soldered connections.
The table in figure 50 reports the length of the creepage path. Based
on this table an insulating thickness of 1mm is selected. In this way
the creepage path will be 2mm long.

The new value of the available window will be: 15, 3mm− 2mm =

13, 3mm

dextwire = hw/turns per layer = 13, 3/15

= 0, 8867mm→ AWG20 dwire = 0, 874mm Acu = 0, 5188mm2

(3.49)

Rdc = ρ ·
N · lN
Acu

= 23, 1 cdot10−6
30 · 50
0, 5188

∼= 67mΩ (3.50)
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3.3 winding sizing relaxing insulation restrictions 49

In order to calculate the ratio between Rac/Rdc; Q it is calculated

(3.51)

Q =
LayerThickness

δpen

=
0, 83 · dcu ·

√
dcu/s

δpen

=
0, 83 · 0, 813 · 10−3 ·

√
0, 813/0, 874

241, 9 · 10−6

≈ 2, 7 (3.52)

Figure 50: Table of Creepage distances

Supposing to interleave only one layer between primary and sec-
ondary, the corresponding value to Q=2,7 is Rac/Rdc ≈ 3. To choose
the Litz wire, the opportune value is selected from figure 44. The cor-
responding value to AWG 20 is composed by 108 strands of AWG
40 wires. Than Rac/Rdc = 1 is obtained. The new value of power
dissipated in the primary will be:
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50 mutual inductor design

P
prim
dc = (Rdc + Rac)× I2rms

= Rdc · (1+ 1)× I2rms
= 67mΩ · 2× 0, 7192 ∼= 70mW (3.53)

Having primary and secondary the same design, it is easy calculate
the total dissipated power in the windings: PTOTwire = 70mW × 2 ≈
140mW

The total dissipated power will be:

PTOTdiss = PTOTwire + P
diss
core

(140+ 3, 6)mW ≈ 144mW (3.54)

Enough to ensure the required efficiency.
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4
B I D I R E C T I O N A L F LY B A C K A S P R O P O S E D C H A R G E
E Q U A L I Z E R

4.1 analysis and simulation

Here a charge equalizer based on bidirectional flyback topology is
proposed, in order to enable the energy flux in both directions. The
aim of this circuit is indeed to equalize two neighbouring batteries
when those are unbalanced. The transformer is needed to provide
the galvanic insulation among batteries. In steady state with a Duty
cycle D = 50% (the duty cycle is defined as D = tsw1/TSW when
tsw1 is the time during the switch is “on” and Tsw is the switching
time and the duty cycle is related to the switch SW1 ) all charge taken
out from battery B1 (the chargest one) has to be moved to the weakest
battery B2, through the mutual inductor.

Figure 51: Dual flyback: topology proposed as charge equalizer

4.2 analysis open loop of the bi-directional flyback

To transfer energy from battery B1 to battery B2, the involved switches
are sw1 (active) and D2 (passive) as showed in figure 52. In figure 53,
the mutual inductor is modellized as ideal. This model is composed
by current controlled generators, in order to provide the character-
istic relationship between input/output currents and voltages of the
mutual inductor. It only uses current controlled generators, because
the voltage generators in this circuit with LT Spice cause some con-
vergence problems. In order to modelize the voltages, a resistor R1

is placed inside the model. Due to the bidirectionality, the mutual in-
ductor must be symmetric, and consequently the turns ratio of the
transformer has to be one. In figure 54 and 55 the currents and volt-
ages incoming and outcoming the transformer when duty cycle is
50% are represented. To proof that the energy flux flows from B1 to
B2, in figure 57 it can easily noticed that the current is outgoing from
battery(is positive)

51
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52 bidirectional flyback as proposed charge equalizer

Figure 52: Energy flux from B1 to B2. It is evedenced how the currents are
handled by the switches.

Figure 53: Schematics used for simulation open loop
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4.2 analysis open loop of the bi-directional flyback 53

Figure 54: In this figure are rappresented: the voltage between the battery:
V(b1) the battery with more charge b1, , and I(R3) the incoming
current ViB1

Figure 55: V(b2) the opposite coltage of the weakest battery b2, I(R2) the
outgoin current
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54 bidirectional flyback as proposed charge equalizer

In figure 54 are depicted the voltage of B1 and the incoming current
(that is negative). That means that there is an outcoming energy flux,
that is provided to the weakest battery. In figure 55 are depicted the
voltage of the battery B2 and the incoming current: both are negative,
that means the energy flux is incoming in the battery and it is going
to be charged.

4.3 design of current control

An average current control was choosen in order to have a better
control. Because it is planned to work all the time in CCM (Continous
Conduction Mode), the current through the inductance will be not
so far away from the average value. To accomplish this control, a
small signal model of the converter is needed. The Assuming that Bi-
directional Flyback transfer energy from battery B1 to B2, than it can
simplified as a Buck-Boost equivalent circuit. To design the control
system it is necessary develop the small signal model of the switching
cell.
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Figure 56: Current trough switch S1 and through diode D2

4.4 control design

The control of the charge equalizer will be composed by a current
control loop , and a voltage control loop. In order to design the right
control system, an average and equivalent ideal model is done.

The linearized model can be perturbed to find a dynamic model:
The equations that resume the behaviour of the system are depicted in
figure 59 and are presented here below, where S = jω andω = 2 ·π · f
[rad/s] is the angular frequency:
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4.4 control design 55

Figure 57: It is evidenced that the voltage of the weakest battery rise-up, and
approach to the the voltage of the battery B2 that felt down.

Figure 58: Average model of the Buck-boost equivalent to the Flyback ap-
plyied to the easiest Battery model ([40])

Figure 59: Buck-boost converter small-signal ac equivalent model suppos-
ing to modelize the battery with an Ideal Battery cell and a resis-
tor(pag 212 [39])
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56 bidirectional flyback as proposed charge equalizer

îL =
(
D ûi +Ui δ̂+Uo δ̂− (1−D) ûo

)
·
(

1

RL + S L

)
(4.1)

ûo =
(
VB2 + ((1−D) · îL − IL δ̂)

)
· RB1 (4.2)

ûi =
(
VB1 − (IL δ̂+D îL)

)
· RB1 (4.3)

Where îL ûo and ûi are the variations of the current through the
inductance, variations of the “output voltage” (or week battery B2)
and variations of the “surce battery”(or the more charged battery B1).
In order to obtain a transfer function between the current through
inductance (the controlled value) and duty cycle (controlling value),
it is substituted (4.2) in (4.1) and is obtained:

îL ·
[
D2 · RB2 +D

′2 · RB1 + RL + S L
]

= δ̂ ·
[
Ui +Uo −D RB2 IL +D

′ RB1 IL
]

(4.4)

The transfer function between the duty cycle and the current is shown
in (4.5). Because of the small size of RB (resistance battery), and
because of the fact that the duty cycle is smaller than one (0.5 <
D < 1), the contribute of D2 RB1 and D2 RB2 can be neglected in
comparison with RL, because it is at least 100 times smaller.

Giδ(s) =
îL

δ̂
= Kiδ ·

 1

1+ s · L
RL+D2 RB2+D

′2 RB1

 (4.5)

≈ kiδ

1+ s L
RL

=
120

1+ s
500

(4.6)

where the value of Kiδ can be calculated like:

Kiδ =
Ui +Uo + IL (RB1 D

′ − RB2 D)

R∗L +D
2 RB2 +D

′2 RB1
(4.7)

≈ Ui +Uo
R∗L

=
24V

200 mΩ
= 120A (4.8)

The current-duty cycle transfer function Giδ is depicted by Matlab in
figure 60

Here are figure [? ] the Bode Plot of the function Giδ (4.5) obtained
with Matlab.

The duty cycle is determinate by a PWM technique, that compares
a sawtooth signal with a modulating signal um, proportional to the
current error. This signal is composed by an average value and an
oscillating part proportional to the current ripple through the induc-
tance [40] [38], just inverted because of the difference in the reference
of the signal (in figure 66 called also vIref ). Being um the output signal
of the regulator, its dynamic is a direct consequence of the regulator’s
transfer function. As consequence of this swing, the intersection point
can vary accordingly to this swing, as well as the duty cycle.

δ =
1

Aw

(
1+ m̄1

2 fsw
· RS KpAw

) · ¯um (4.9)
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4.4 control design 57

Figure 60: Bode plot of the transfer function Giδ(s) it evidence the pole at
angular frequency ω = 500 rad/s and the magnitude at low fre-
quency (Giδ(0)=41.6 dB)
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58 bidirectional flyback as proposed charge equalizer

When ¯um is the average value of um. This formula results recognizing
that:

¯um − s1
ton

2
=
Aw

Tsw
· ton (4.10)

in the hypothesis that the regulator influences the slope of the current
error, only the coefficient Kp has to be taken into account, you obtain

ūm − m̄1 Rs Kp
ton

2
= Aw δ (4.11)

and then results (4.9)
The duty cycle’s variation depends on the um, uo and ui variations:

indeed the variations of the slope m1 and m2 are determined by the
variations of the voltages uo and ui.

δ̂ =
∂δ

∂um
ûm +

∂δ

∂m1

∂m1
∂uo

ûo +
∂δ

∂um

∂um

∂ui
ûi

= hδm ûm + hδuo ûo + hδui ûi (4.12)

The coefficient of each contribute’s variation are presented here:

hδm =
∂δ

∂um
=

1

Aw

(
1+ m̄1

2 fsw

Rs Kp
Aw

) (4.13)

hδui =
∂δ

∂ui
=

1

Aw

(
1+ m̄1

2 fsw

Rs Kp
Aw

)2 · Rs Kp2 L fsw
(4.14)

Assuming that the variations of the batteries’ voltage have got neg-
ligible impact on the duty cycle variation, hδui and hδuo can be con-
sidered zero. As depicted by figure 61, the current error is sensed

Figure 61: Block scheme relative to Current Loop. Are showed:
Gir, current regulator;
hdm, modulator’s transfer function;
Gid, transfer function representative of the buck-boost duty cycle
(input)-current through inductance(output);
Rs, sensing resistor.

through Rs. This ripple is inverted (due to the difference with the
current reference), and the inductor current downslope becomes an
upslope ([38] page 3-358). As regulator, a proportional-integral net-
work as regulator is used:

Gri(s) = KP +
KI
s

(4.15)
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the um slope can be calculated by starting the current ripple slope,
and supposing that in the involved frequency range (at the ripple
frequency) the integral part has no influence:

s1 = m1 · Rs ·KP (4.16)

s2 = m2 · Rs ·KP (4.17)

The hypothesis above can be verified by looking at figure 63: only
at 100kHz the integral part has no effect anymore. To avoid sub-
harmonic oscillation (static instability), the slope s2 must not exceed
the oscillator ramp slope. On the other side, the slop s2 must be as
big as possible, in order to have an optimum gain ([38] page 3-358).
For this reason, supposed to be Aw the peak value of the sawtooth, it
is important respect this relation:

s2 6
Aw

Tsw
→ m2 Rs Kp 6 Aw fsw (4.18)

that can also be written:

kp 6
Aw Fsw

m2 Rs
(4.19)

Assuming that hδui and hδuo are zero, and that Giδ can be ap-
proximated like an ideal integrator (the frequency range involved is
as close as possible to the switching frequency, and consequently the
pole frequency of Giδ is well below and for this reason can be ne-
glected); furthermore the gain’s regulator (kp) can be supposed to
be constant in the frequency range involved, the loop gain can be
calculated like:

Ti = Giδ ·GRi · Rs · hδun (4.20)

≈ Kiδ

s L
R∗L

·KP · RS · hδum (4.21)

Analyzing the last part of the equivalence, it is obtained:

Rs ·Kp · hδum = Rs Kp
1

Aw ·
(
1+m1

Rs KP
2fsw Aw

)
=

2fsw

2 · fswAwRsKp
+m1

(4.22)

(4.23)

where the last equivalence is true if considered that to avoid instabil-
ity problems must be respected equation (4.19). In order to get the
optimal gain and to respect the limit on Kp represented in equation
(4.19) it is imposed that m2 = fswAw

KPRs
, and obtained that:

Rs ·Kp · hδum =
fsw

2m2 +m1
(4.24)
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60 bidirectional flyback as proposed charge equalizer

Figure 62: This picture represent:
a) Current thought the inductance;
b) oscillating saw tooth signal, and um signal and a hypothetical
variation of um slope (m1) that cause a variation on duty cycle
value;
c) SW is a logic signal that turn the switch on if hight.
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For this reason can be also:

|Ti(s)| 6

∣∣∣∣ Kiδ
s L/R∗L

∣∣∣∣ · 2fsw

2m2 +m1

remembering that m2 =
Uo

L
and m1 =

Ui
L

6

∣∣∣∣∣ Kiδs L
R∗L

∣∣∣∣∣ · 2fsw
Ui+2 Uo

L

(4.25)

Where D is duty cycle, D’=1-D, and Uo
Ui

= D
1−D = D

D ′ .
Reminding that kiδ ≈ Ui+Uo

R∗L
, it is obtained

1 = |Ti(2πfc)| 6

Ui+Uo
R∗L

2πfc
L
R∗L

· 2fsw
Ui+2 Uo

L

(4.26)

The value of the cross frequency is determined by

fc 6
fsw

π (1+D)

(4.27)

This upper bound is consequently determined by the Duty cycle
value, that in the worst case (lower upper bound) is D = 1, than
it follows:

fc 6
fsw

2 π
=
100kHz

2 π
≈ 16kHz (4.28)

ωc 6 10
5rad/s (4.29)

The maximum proportional gain of the regulator is calculated assum-
ing, that AW = 1V ;RS = 1Ω; it is obtained: calculation of KP

Kp 6
Aw fsw

m2 Rs
=
Aw fsw

Uo
· L
Rs

=
10V · 100kHz

12V
400µH
1Ω

≈ 30 V (4.30)

In figure 60 the Bode plot of the transfer function control (duty
cycle-current through the inductance) Giδ and the transfer function
of the current regulator are presented Gri in figure 63 both obtained
using Matlab.

In figure 64 is depicted the current loop transfer function Ti as de-
scribed in formula (4.21) here reported:Ti = Giδ ·GRi · hδum (it must
be noticed that hδ um ≈ 1/10 because Aw = 10V). The entire bode
plot of the closed loop system is presented in figure 65. In figure
66 a schematic of a Buck-boost equivalent to the Flyback system is
presented. The switch is replaced by an ideal switch; a voltage cur-
rent controlled source “H1” is used to get a voltage measure propor-
tional to the current through the inductance “iL”. The Current loop
compensator is composed by an ideal operational amplifier (voltage
controlled source with high
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62 bidirectional flyback as proposed charge equalizer

Figure 63: Bode Current Regulator transfer function Gri

Figure 64: Current loop gain T(j ω)
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Figure 65: Bode Plot of the entire closed loop sistem

Figure 66: Schematics of the Buck-boost equivalent: Current control with
ideal-equivalent OpAmp model.
(iRef) is the voltage signal proportional to the current reference,
(ViL) is the voltage proportional to the current through the induc-
tance.
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Figure 67: Results of the simulation of the circuit in figure 66.
V(iRef) represent the current reference;
V(viL) the voltage proportional to the current through the induc-
tance;
V(saw) the oscillating voltage signal at the output of the sawtooth
generator;
V(um) the output compensator signal.
Should be noticed that the upslope of the V(um) is equal to the
upslope of the V(saw),because of the optimal choice of KP.
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gain:106; followed by a soft limiter, in order to reduce convergence
problems in PSpice). The PWM block is composed as well by an ideal
operational amplifier, as just described. The outside signal will com-
mand the switch.

As depicted in figure 67, the output compensator signal upslope
is equal to the oscillator ramp slope, as consequence of the optimum
KP choice. Imposing the zero at ωz = 3× 104 rad/s, it is obtained KI Calculation of KI
from relation ωz = KI

Kp
, results in KI = 9× 105 V/s.

Assuming a compensation network as depicted in figure 68, the val-
ues of the components can be calculated as in (4.31), choosing a value
of R2 = 30 kΩ; KP = R2

R1
→ R1 = 1 kΩ and then

ωz =
1

R2 C2
→ C2 = 1nF

Gri(s) =
1+ sR2C2
sR1C2

(4.31)

The PI compensation network is built as depicted in figure 68; choos-
ing a value of R1 = 10kΩ R2 = 30kΩ and C2 = 1nF.

Figure 68: Regulator schematics

4.5 voltage equalizaton control

In order to equalize the voltage between the batteries it is needed
to inject a current into the weak battery. Beeing disconnected to the
load, the voltage provide the state of charge (SOC) of the battery. For
this reason the inner current loop must be controlled by an outside
loop based on the comparison between the voltages of the batteries. A
block scheme that resume the system is depicted in figure (69). It can
be noticed that the current reference is decided by the outside-loop
regulator. The input signal of this regulator is the difference between
the voltage of the most charged battery and the weak one. Guoδ rep-
resent the transfer function between the control (δ) and the output Transfer Function

Guoδvoltage (uo); GRu is instead the transfer function of the voltage loop
Transfer function
GRu

regulator. Supposing that the current loop is fast enough, than it is
possible assume no variations on iL. Afterward, the inductance can be
substituted by a current source ([40] pag.8-23). In order to design the
compensation network, it is necessary find the transfer function be-
tween the reference signal and the output voltage Gucuo(s) . In order Transfer function

Gucuoto accomplish to this aim, a current source driven by an oscillating
source is substituted to the inductance; and the bode plot resulting is
showed in figure 70.
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Figure 69: Block scheme
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Figure 70: Transfer function Gucuo calculated with LTSpice though the av-
erage switching cell model
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Being the Gucuo a transfer function with bandwidth 158 Hz, that
means ω = 103 rad/s, the regulator network is composed by an Op-
Amp with 0dB gain as showed in figure 71. The resulting static curves
depicted in figure ?? represent the voltages of the batteries that have
to be equalized, at different duty cycle values (60%, 50%, 40%) the
arrow indicate a decreasing value of Duty cycle.

Figure 71: Circuit used to test the voltage regulator.

4.5.1 Average switching cell method

In the above discussion it is used an average model of the switching
cell of the converter. The average model, as suggested in ([39] pag816);
the following relations are true if averaged in the switching period:

v12(t) =
1− δ(t)

δ(t)
· v34(t) (4.32)

i3(t) =
1− δ(t)

δ(t)
· i1(t) (4.33)

(4.34)

This model is presented in figure 73, and the code is provide hier in
figure 73

The following LTSpice code constitute the average model of the
“Switching cell” in CCM operating mode.

*********************************

*Subcircuit Average model switching cell -CCM mode

**********************************
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Figure 72: Battery voltages (on top of the figure) and current applied to
the weakest battery; It can be notice that the voltage of the less
charged battery rise up, and the most charged battery slow down
to a common voltage value

Figure 73: Average model of the switching cell CCM mode
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Nodes:

*1: Transistor positive

*2: Transistor negative

*3:diode cathode

*4:diode anode

*3:Duty cycle command

******************************
.subckt myres 1 2 3 4 5

Et 1 2 value={(1-v(5))*v(3,4)/v(5)}

Gd 4 3 value={(1-v(5))*i(Et)/v(5)}

.ends myres

********************************

Figure 74 shows that the waveform obtained by simulation of the
averaged model, and that one obtained by the switching circuit model
are comparable.

Figure 74: Current through the inductance simulated with the average
switching cell model
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C O N C L U S I O N S

A dual flyback topology used as Charge Equalizer is here analyzed.
The aim was to build up a system that can provide galvanic insula-
tion and doesn’t use any capacitor. Capacitors are unwanted because
those waste energy due to their parasitics losses. The system control
is composed by an inner current loop and an outsider voltage loop.
The current loop provides the charge from a battery to another, and
the simple voltage loop has to equalize the voltage between the batter-
ies. A design of the mutual inductor is also done, trying to optimize
the design in order to get the maximal efficiency. A review of well-
known charge equalizer are also presented, in order to understand
which was could be the most efficient and fast method. Consequently
the topology is chosen the topology. In the first part, an excursus over
batteries and the way of determine the SOC and SOH was done. This
gives evidence that in order to build up a voltage regulator, a pre-
dictive method is the best solution. In contrast to this, the empirical
methods are not that kind of precise.

71
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